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Introduction
Defaqto’s pension satisfaction survey took place online 
between July and October 2019. 

We first asked advisers to assess what was most important to them, using a five-point scale from ‘not 
at all important’ through to ‘very important’, in terms of the seven service disciplines. From this we 
calculated a mean score out of five to determine the perceived importance of each individual aspect 
of service.

We then identified which pension providers advisers are using regularly. Finally, we identified their 
preferred pension providers and measured their satisfaction levels with those preferred providers.

Our surveys are whole of market, but our analysis and ratings for each provider are based purely on 
responses from those advisers who nominate them as preferred providers.

From the providers that qualified, we combined the ‘satisfied’ and ‘very satisfied’ responses to 
determine the ‘total satisfaction score’ for each individual aspect of service. These were weighted by 
the importance of each category and then aggregated to determine one overall satisfaction score for a 
particular provider.

The satisfaction indices by category and Service Ratings are available within Defaqto Engage, our 
financial planning software solution. They are also the basis of the Gold and Silver Service Ratings.

The survey of financial advisers received 320 responses and measured the importance to them of 
seven categories of service:

• Provider strength and brand 

• Provider staff 

• Product and proposition 

• New business servicing 

• Pension freedom servicing 

• Existing business administration 

• Online services

https://defaqto.com/advisers/engage/
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• Defaqto conducted the survey between 
July and October 2019. The survey 
measured the relative importance of seven 
satisfaction categories and identified the 
advisers’ preferred providers of individual 
pension business.

• The study measured how satisfied the 
advisers were with their preferred providers 
and identified where expectations were 
being met by cross-matching ranked 
importance to ranked satisfaction. 

• Personal pensions, drawdown and self-
invested personal pensions continue to 
dominate as the most recommended 
products. Conventional annuities are 
still being consistently recommended, 
underlining their continued role as the 
default position where guaranteed income 
is required.

• Royal London, Aviva and Prudential take 
the top three positions for providers 
recommended in the last 12 months, 
consistent with previous years.

• Royal London remains the most nominated 
preferred provider of pensions, the choice 
of over 35% of the advisers in the study and 
notably above any of its peers. Aviva, Old 
Mutual and Prudential were the next most 
popular choices.

• A total of 19 pension providers received 
sufficient nominations as preferred 
providers to enable us to compute 
provider-specific satisfaction.

• The ranked order of importance of the 
seven satisfaction categories has stayed in 
much the same order, although Product 
and proposition is ranked the most 
important ahead of Pension freedom 
servicing.

• With the exception of Provider strength and 
brand, which lost one percentage point, 
the satisfaction indices generally increased 
from the previous year by, on average, four 
percentage points. 

• With the exception of Pension freedom 
servicing, there is reasonable correlation 
between ranked order of importance and 
ranked order of satisfaction indicating that 
expectations are generally being met.

Executive summary
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The results are shown in Chart 1 together with the equivalent results from the last study in 2018.  

As in previous years, personal pensions, drawdown and SIPPs are the most recommended types of 
pension product, and in the same order of preference. Despite the pension freedoms, conventional 
annuities are being recommended by over 40% of advisers with slightly increased support compared 
with the previous study, underlining their continued role as the default position where guaranteed 
income is required. 

On the whole the figures for recommended products are much the same as in 2018, although fixed 
term annuities have nudged ahead of individual stakeholder plans in popularity, possibly as advisers 
look for alternatives to the status quo. 

According to Defaqto’s data, the last of the invested or with profits annuities closed in the summer of 
2019 and therefore it will be interesting to see what (if any) impact this has on the recommendations 
for other annuities or drawdown in the 2020 study.

Individual pension 
products
We asked the advisers to tell us what types of pensions they had 
recommended in the last 12 months. 

2018 2019 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Annuity (invested, unit linked and with profits)

Small self-administered scheme (SSAS)

Individual stakeholder

Fixed term annuities (including those written under
drawdown rules)

Hybrid and blended solutions (using a combination of
annuity and drawdown)

Pension transfer plan (including section 32 buyout bond)

Annuity (conventional (non-profit), enhanced, impaired)

Self-invested personal pension (SIPP)

Drawdown (including phased drawdown)

Personal pension

Chart 1: Pension products used in the last 12 months
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

InvestAcc
Embark (not including Rowanmoor)

Intelligent Money
Alliance Trust Savings

Hargreaves Lansdown
Dentons Pension Management

Investec Wealth & Investment
Novia Financial

Wealthtime

Nucleus Financial Group
Ascentric

Curtis Banks
Talbot and Muir

True Potential
Zurich

Parmenion Capital Partners
VitalityInvest

James Hay Partnership
Transact

Elevate
JUST (including Just Retirement and Partnership)

Legal & General
AJ Bell

Fidelity/FundsNetwork
Canada Life (including Retirement Advantage)

Scottish Widows
LV=

Standard Life (not including Elevate or…
Aegon (including Cofunds)

Old Mutual Wealth
Prudential

Aviva Life & Pensions
Royal London

2018 2019

Individual pension 
providers
We asked advisers which pension providers they have used in the 
last 12 months. 

As in previous years, Royal London, Aviva 
Life & Pensions and Prudential make up the 
top three, but with a reduced nomination 
rate this time. Perhaps part of this is 
explained by the fact that we have three 
more providers polling sufficient responses 
in our 2019 results.

Providers polling less than 2% support are 
not included in Chart 2.

A wide range of providers are active in 
the pensions market, but it is dominated 
by four or five providers. The top seven 
providers account for half the nominations 
polled in the study as measured by adviser 
usage.

On average, advisers are using 4.6 different 
pension providers.

Chart 2: Pension providers used in the last 12 months. Returns less than 2% not shown

Chart 2 shows the results for those providers used by 2% or more of respondents together with the 
results from the 2018 study.
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Preferred providers
In addition to asking which providers have been used, we also 
asked advisers to tell us their preferred providers. 

Royal London continues to be the most 
preferred provider by some distance, and the 
top five providers remain unchanged albeit with 
slightly fewer nominations this time than in the 
previous year. 

Royal London’s strong position in this study 
may be linked to the popularity of its governed 
portfolios that attract a lot of support from 
advisers.

LV=, Aegon, Elevate and Transact have increased 
their support with VitalityInvest coming into 
the survey for the first time with their savings 
proposition launched last year.

This year, 19 pension providers attracted 
sufficient nominations to be included in the 
Service Ratings analysis and, on average, advisers 
nominated 1.9 preferred providers. 

Naturally, there are fewer responses per provider for this question, but the results illustrate which 
providers, in general terms, are giving satisfaction to the adviser community. 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

JUST (including Just Retirement and…

Nucleus Financial Group

Canada Life (including Retirement…

Parmenion Capital Partners

True Potential

Wealthtime

VitalityInvest

AJ Bell

Fidelity/FundsNetwork

Scottish Widows

Transact

Elevate

Aegon (including Cofunds)

LV=

Standard Life (not including Elevate or…

Prudential

Old Mutual Wealth

Aviva Life & Pensions

Royal London

2018 2019

Chart 3: Preferred pension providers, 2019
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Service satisfaction 
categories
In this study, the preferred providers were measured against seven 
aspects of service weighted according to the level of importance 
that advisers attach to each of them.

1 Provider strength and brand  
Consideration should be given to brand strength, financial strength, integrity and ease of doing business 

2 Provider staff 
Consideration should be given to account manager/business development manager capabilities, including their 
knowledge and relationship skills; administration staff competency, courtesy and effectiveness; and helpdesk 
capability

3 Product and proposition 
Consideration should be given to product design and innovation, product marketing material, product training, 
investment options and value for money

4 New business servicing  
Consideration should be given to quotation capabilities, sales support, processing timelines, transfer in 
assistance and processes, remuneration structure, and the speed and accuracy of its payments

5 Pension freedom servicing 
Consideration should be given to set-up timescales and efficiency, accuracy of transfers in or out, ad hoc or 
regular income payments, switching and cash management

6 Existing business administration  
Consideration should be given to policy alterations, transfer out processes, valuations and switching capabilities

7 Online services  
Consideration should be given to investment support tools, IT technical support, ease of online portfolio 
management, ease and speed of online transactions, system reliability and access, website content and website 
functionality
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Importance
We asked the respondents to say how important each aspect of 
service is to their business ranging from 1 ‘not at all important’ to 5 
‘very important’.

The importance for the seven service satisfaction categories differs little from the previous year in 
terms of magnitude or ranked order with the exception of Product and proposition, which moves into 
first place ahead of Pension freedom servicing. Both these categories continue to stand ahead of the 
remaining five with a notably higher average score.

From the range of responses we were able to calculate an average score and rank the aspects of 
service in order of importance (see Table 1).

Table 1: Ranked order of importance of service categories

Satisfaction category
Average importance score

2019 2018

Product and proposition 4.54 (1) 4.54 (2)

Pension freedom servicing 4.50 (2) 4.58 (1)

New business servicing 4.32 (3) 4.39 (3)

Existing business administration 4.28 (4) 4.31 (4)

Online services 4.28 (5) 4.28 (5)

Provider strength and brand 4.27 (6) 4.25 (6)

Provider staff 4.13 (7) 4.12 (7)
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Satisfaction
Satisfaction is calculated with reference to scores awarded to the 
preferred providers for each of the seven aspects of service in the 
range 1–5, where 1 equates to ‘very dissatisfied’ and 5 equates to 
‘very satisfied’.

The scores are aggregated to show the satisfaction levels by provider, by service category and for the 
industry as a whole.

Because the respondents are scoring their preferred providers, one would expect the response to be 
generally positive. However, where low scores are cast, it is a wakeup call to the provider concerned 
that their supporting advisers are dissatisfied with some aspect of their proposition to them.

There is not necessarily a strong correlation between those providers that achieve a large number of 
responses and a large number of high scores. Advisers choose providers for a number of reasons, not 
just good service, and while on balance advisers will be satisfied with their chosen preferred providers, 
there may be individual aspects of service that fail to make the grade.
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Industry satisfaction
The index of satisfaction is calculated by expressing the number 
of above average scores (4s and 5s) as a percentage of all scores 
awarded. 

Table 2 shows the satisfaction indices for each service category for the industry as a whole. The indices 
are weighted by the importance accorded to each category by the advisers in the study.

Advisers are generally more positive this time. With the exception of Provider strength and brand, 
which lost one percentage point, the satisfaction indices generally increased from the previous year 
by, on average, four percentage points. 

There is a good correlation between weighted satisfaction and importance for the top four categories, 
with Product and proposition the most important category receiving the highest satisfaction score of 
86%. Provider staff, the lowest ranked for importance, received one of the lower satisfaction indices.

Satisfaction category Importance
Weighted satisfaction

2019 2018

Product and proposition 1 86% 86%

Pension freedom servicing 2 82% 77%

New business servicing 3 80% 75%

Existing business administration 4 78% 72%

Online services 5 72% 67%

Provider strength and brand 6 77% 78%

Provider staff 7 73% 70%

Table 2: Industry satisfaction by service categories
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Best performing providers
Based on the weighted satisfaction indices for each provider, we can identify 
the top performers in each of the seven categories of service (see Table 3).

Satisfaction category 1st 2nd 3rd

Provider strength and  
brand

JUST
LV=

Prudential
Royal London 

Standard Life Old Mutual Wealth

Provider staff Parmenion Capital Partners
Wealthtime

Transact
Old Mutual Wealth

Royal London

Product and proposition

Parmenion Capital Partners
Wealthtime

Transact
Royal London
VitalityInvest

LV=
Fidelity/FundsNetwork

Standard Life
Elevate

Old Mutual Wealth

New business servicing

Parmenion Capital Partners
VitalityInvest

Elevate
JUST

Royal London 
LV=

Transact
Old Mutual Wealth

Pension freedom  
servicing

Parmenion Capital Partners
Old Mutual Wealth

Wealthtime
True Potential

Canada Life 

Standard Life Royal London

Existing business  
administration

Parmenion Capital Partners
Wealthtime

LV=
Transact

Fidelity/FundsNetwork

Old Mutual Wealth Zurich

Online services Parmenion Capital Partners
True Potential

Standard Life
Transact

Old Mutual Wealth

Table 3: Best performing pensions by category
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Expectations
Chart 4 plots the ranked order of importance of the seven service 
categories against the ranked order of satisfaction (unweighted).  

Plots to the right of the diagonal line are where satisfaction is high and expectations are therefore being 
exceeded; plots to the left are where satisfaction is lower than that warranted by the level of importance.

The pensions industry is meeting or exceeding expectations for five out of seven categories with a 
reasonable correlation between ranked order of importance versus ranked order of satisfaction.

Encouragingly, Product and proposition, ranked most important, also achieved the highest 
unweighted satisfaction score. However, the second most important category, Pension freedom 
servicing, was significantly below expectations. 

As is often the case with these studies, Provider strength and brand is ranked lower in importance, 
but most are very satisfied, hence a mismatch in expectations for this category. Advisers may 
underestimate the assistance afforded them by recommending strong brands, or chose to promote 
their own brand to clients. 

In general, Chart 4 shows how the industry could apportion resources to ensure that satisfaction is 
improved for those categories that are deemed most important for intermediaries and their clients.

Chart 4: Expectations – cross-match of satisfaction versus importance

Below expectationsImportance

Satisfaction
Above expectations

Rank

Rank

Sat

Product and proposition 1

Pension freedom servicing 2

New business servicing 3

Existing business administration 4

Online services 5

Provider strength and brand 6

Provider staff 7

Product and proposition

Provider strength and brand

N
ew

 business servicing

Existing business adm
inistration

Pension freedom
 servicing

Provider staff

O
nline services

67

88%83%

5

89%

4

89%

3

91%

2

91%

1

95%
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Service and due diligence 
The results and insights in this document have been collated from 
a survey of financial advisers and reflect the service and levels of 
satisfaction those advisers have experienced.

While there is not a direct relationship with the service experience of consumers, there should be a good 
correlation for clients of adviser firms. It stands to reason that where the adviser is receiving good service, 
he or she can be more confident and better equipped to meet client requirements. 

This high level commentary is supported by the detailed scores for each provider listed by service 
satisfaction category in Defaqto Engage. We do not anticipate that advisers use service scores as the 
sole measure of suitability, but rather that service scores may feature as one of a number of selection 
criteria. Advisers should continue to conduct their own research and document their findings before 
recommending any suitable solutions.
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Send us your feedback 
Your feedback is extremely important to us and we would be grateful if, after  
completing  this publication, you would take a few minutes to complete a short survey.  
Your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence and the results of this will help  
the development of future publications.

The survey can be accessed at:

www.snapsurveys.com/wh/s.asp?k=144610976149

https://www.snapsurveys.com/wh/s.asp?k=144610976149
https://www.snapsurveys.com/wh/s.asp?k=144610976149
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Our experts research, collect and continuously assess over 41,000 financial products. Our process is 
extremely robust and is driven by over 60 specialist analysts who have unparalleled knowledge of 
financial products, services and funds in the market. Our independent fund and product information 
helps banks, insurers and fund managers with designing and promoting their propositions.

Defaqto Ratings
Defaqto Star Ratings are the most trusted expert assessment of products in the 
market. Products can receive a Rating of 1 to 5, depending on the quality and 
comprehensiveness of the features it offers; a 1 Star Rating indicates a basic product, 
while a 5 Star Rating indicates one of the highest quality products in the market. Star 
Ratings provide consumers, advisers and brokers with an accurate benchmark so that 
they can see at a glance how products and policies in the market compare.

A Diamond Rating reflects the performance of a managed fund or fund family. Funds 
or fund families can receive a Rating of 1 to 5 based on a detailed and well-structured 
scoring process, allowing advisers and other intermediaries – and their clients – to see 
instantly where they sit in the market in terms of fund performance and competitiveness 
in areas such as fees, scale, access and manager longevity. A 5 Diamond Rating indicates 
it is one of the best quality funds available in the market.

Service Ratings provide advisers with a simple and unbiased assessment of provider 
service. Based on advisers’ perceptions of the service they receive, providers are rated 
Gold, Silver, Bronze.

Risk Ratings use the projected volatility of a fund using asset allocation and historic 
volatility, based on observed standard deviations to map a fund to a Defaqto Risk Profile. 
Risk Profile 10 indicates highest risk and Risk Profile 1 represents lowest risk. 

Income Risk Ratings are unique to the market, comparing fund objectives, asset 
allocations, income and capital volatilities, and maximum drawdown. The Ratings are 
mapped to four Income Risk Profiles based on the income required and the level of risk. 
They are: capital preservation, low income volatility, medium income volatility, high 
income volatility.

About Defaqto 
Defaqto is an independent financial information business, helping 
financial institutions and consumers make better informed 
decisions.
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Defaqto Engage and 
Engage Core
Defaqto Engage is our end-to-end financial planning 
software solution enabling advisers to manage their 
financial planning process all in one place.

Engage Core, the latest version of Defaqto Engage, combines 
risk profiling, three-way fund, platform and product research 
and suitability letters templates into one easy-to-use tool. Visit 
defaqto.com/advisers/engage to learn more. 

The Service Ratings and satisfaction results by category are 
available within Engage. Advisers can use the Service Rating 
and the individual category satisfaction scores (for example, 
new business servicing, existing business administration, online 
servicing) during the research process as one of a number of 
selection criteria. They can also be added to comparison tables.

Advisers should note that not all providers are rated; to qualify 
for a Service Rating, providers must receive a minimum number 
of responses from advisers. So, using any service results in the 
filtering process may exclude providers offering potentially 
suitable client solutions from the research output.

We really couldn’t create the Service Ratings without advisers – 
they are different from our Star and Diamond Ratings, which are 
created by our experts and based on facts, not opinions.

https://defaqto.com/advisers/engage/
https://defaqto.com/advisers/engage
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